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Lunch

President Announces Recipients and Presenters:

Five Years of Service

Recipient: Kim Palek
Presenter: Brianne Kennedy

Ten Years of Service

Recipient: Elena Garduno, Daniel Gonzalez, Kim McAdams, Kamini Mower
Presenter: Joselyn Hill, Rose LaMuraglia, Not Attending

Fifteen Years of Service

Recipient: Earline Barrett, Darwin Browne, Eric Flores, Cesar Gregorio, Guillermima Lewis, Pamela McLemore, Michelle Montanez, Steven Sambrano, Alonzo Smith, Cecilia Thibeault
Presenter: Seher Awan, Brianne Kennedy, Not Attending, Not Attending, Greg Sanchez, Not Attending, Not Attending, Kim Stillson, Not Attending, Not Attending

Twenty Years of Service

Recipient: Joseph Kocherhans, Cecilia Navarro
Presenter: Not Attending, Greg Sanchez

Twenty-Five Years of Service

Recipient: Craig Chatfield, Alberto Cordeiro, Patricia Fernandez, Zdenka Geisberg, Blanca Hedayat, Frank Johnson, Tamotsu Nakada, Majeda Nasrawi
Presenter: Pending, Not Attending, Seher Awan, Rose LaMuraglia, Not Attending, Not Attending, Pending, Not Attending

Thirty Years of Service

Recipient: Gregory Sanchez
Presenter: Denise Whisenhunt

Thirty-Five Years of Service

Recipient: Robert Norberg, Augustine Sandoval
Presenter: June Richards, Dr. Cruz Rangel

Outstanding Classified Employee of the Year

Nominees:
Earline Barrett
Elaine Erickson
Angela Inthisane
Guillermima Lewis
Awana Payne
Augie Sandoval
Yvonne Schmeltz
Neary Sim

Presenting Award:
President Anthony E. Beebe